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PREFACE 
The transportation or school children to and from 
school has not always been the states' responsibility. The 
attitude or most educators before 1850 was that if students 
really wanted to come to school they would come even if they 
had to travel many miles. Tnia attitude or the educated rew 
did not lend itself to a tax-supported pupil transportation 
system. 
A necessary departure from this view came in the 
second half or the nineteenth contury when several related 
developments created a need for trannportation using public 
funds. First, many states began to realize that it was in 
tha best interest of the state to educate more people and, 
secondly, to achieve this end, states began to pass compul• 
aory attendance laws. Consequently, states had either to 
build schools close to every pupil or provide transportation 
to each centrally located school. 
The ti.rat law authorizing school transportation using 
public runda was enacted by the Massachusetts legislature in 
1869.
1 
An excerpt trom this law is quoted below: 
Section l. Any town in this commonwea1th may raise 
by taxation or otherwise, and appropriate money to be 
States 
P• 2. 
l 
M. c. s. Noble, PuptI Transportation�!!!! United
(Scranton: Interna onal. Textbook Company, 1940),
111 
expended by tho eonool co��lttoe in tneir discretion 
in providinG for tno conveyance or pupils to and from
tae publlo nchoola. 
Section 2. T�is act shall take erroot upon lta
pas�ace. (Approvod April 1, 1E69) 
Seven )onrs later the stote or V(rmont followod 
�easacnusetts 1 ln1t1atlve c�a by 1900 eighteen states hnd 
lawi providing for pupil tranaportation. 01 1919 all or the 
tben rorty-eignt states had lawa requirin� public fund■ tor 
2 
pupil transportation. 
?.ven though laws wore paaaed earl:, in th«t twcmtietn 
century, t11e createat crowtn period ilas beon in t.1e lut 
tl1irty to rorty years. ::. 1,lenn :•·oathero ton reported, 
"Almost 91 pc,r cor.t ot: t:1(.) ,;rowtn in tho program ot pupil 
transportation hes token ;,laoo ln t,10 laat tnirty-alx 
yttnra."3 
Tne reasons for tnla unuauall1 largo lnoreaso wore, 
first, conoolldation of ecnoolaJ aooondly, a onango in tne 
cuaraotor of t,1e :school pro,;ra:T, cousing a <lecreoae in tne 
number of ono-toacnt>r acnoola. .•or exa:n;>le, in 1925-26 
there woro approxl�etely 163,000 o�e-toacher schools in 
operation; but, in 1947-46 tnord ��re �nly 75,000, a 
2 
�. Cilenn t--oatnerston and D. i' • .;ulp, ru,2
5
1 
7ran3yorta t lon ( :,ew York: "arper ana ,\OW, 1105 , ;, • 3.
Ibid., P• 2. -3 
iv 
reduction of about 81,000.4 This meant that many more stu­
dents had to be transported than ever before. 
The change or character or the school program through 
a more diversified high school curriculum meant that the 
school was made more attractive to a greater number of stu­
dents. The secondary school had increased its holding power. 
Consequently, moro students were continuing their education, 
placing even greater demands on public transportation. 
All of these facts, however, could not transport 
pupils to and from school. With the invention of the auto­
mobile a practical approach to handling pupil transportation 
was developed. In 1920 there were 26,531,999 registered 
vehicles; in 1964 there were 82,721,860.S Thus, the number 
of vehicles in the first half of the twentieth century had 
increased from one tor every 196 people to one for every 
21 people. As more oars were built, so were roads. For 
example, in 1921 only 387,000 of the 3,000,000 miles or
rural roads had all-weather aurtaoes, but in 1964 3,152,577 
41bid., P• 4•
5u. s. Department or Commerce, Highwai �tat1st101 • 
1964 ( tJashington, D. C.: United States i,overnment Printicg 
orr!'ce, 1966), P• 30. 
Featherston .!! .!!•, �• ill•
7n,id. 
6 
7 
6 
8 
of the 3,644,069 miles of rural roads had been paved. 
These interrelated factors made possible a better
transportation system for the larger number of students. 
u. s. Department or Commerce, .£E.• cit., p. 131.8 
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CHAPTER I 
THF: PfiOBLE!� AND DEF'INITIONS OP T"'.'.ffMS USED 
The importance or the sohool bua driver cannot be 
overemphasized. It is the bua driver•s responsibility to 
get the children to and from school safely. There is con­
siderable evidence tbat very tew accidents result from 
mechanical failure of the bus; most accidents, rather, can 
be traced to the driver. The competency of the driver 
determines the effectiveness of any pupil transportation 
system. 
I. Tr.tE PROBLEM
statement.!?.! .2 problem. rt was the purpose ot
this study (l) to define the duties of the bus driver; (2) 
to trace the growth or school bus driver programs; and (3) 
to evaluate the current praotioea or Virginia school divi­
sions in terms 0£ seleotion, instruot1on, and supervision 
ot school bus drivere. 
II. DEPDHTIONS O.P TERHS UShl)
Bus driver. The bus driver was referred to as a 
person driving a school bus and being employed by a school 
division. No distinction was made between an adult and a 
student driver. The driver was generally considered to be 
2 
a part-time employee. However, the investigator was aware
that some bus drivers were employed by a school division 
also in some other capacity. There was no distinction made 
between males and females when referring to the bus driver 
in general. 
Selection. The term selection meant the process by 
which candidates were determined to be the best suited tor 
the job. The period of selection included the time from 
which the applicant tilled in the application blank to pre• 
employment instruction. The bases for selection were as 
follows: (1) application, (2) interview, (3) reterenoea, 
and (4) selective tests. The results of these procedures 
completed the selection process. 
Instruction. A point was reached where there seemed
to be no clear-out boundar1 between selection and instruc­
tion. To eliminate this problem, selection ended with the 
tormal training of the bus driver even though the driver 
was not certain or a job. Instruction included two phases. 
First, pre-employment instruction consisted or both class­
room and behind the wheel instruction. This instruction led 
to the state examination for bus drivers. Secondly, in­
service training consisted of a refresher oourse for the 
experienced driver. To be considered in-service, a formal 
and planned situation existed where the school bus drivers 
were aware or the topics to be presented. 
Supervision. Supervision in this investigation was 
3 
considered to be the moat important aspect of the entire bus 
driver program. It began with the selection process and 
ended with the final evaluation of each individual bus 
driver. However, supervision not only acted as a tool tor 
evaluating each bus driver, but also in evaluating the en­
tire bus driver program. 
III. PROCEDURE
The first step was to establish a need for this type 
or study. To accomplish this end, selected prominent 
authorities on aohool transportation were interviewed. The 
first person contacted was G. w. Gilbert, Supervisor of 
Transportation for the Virginia State Department of 
Education. He asserted that Virginia needed a more compre• 
lhensive school bus driver program. 
At the National Education Association, the investi• 
gator contacted Dr. Robert N. Isenberg, Zxecutive Secretary 
of the Division of Pupil Transportation. He sent a pamphlet 
entitled Selection1 Instruction, .!9.!!. Supervision .2f. School 
fil:!. Drivers, compiled by the National Education Association. 
This pamphlet was a valuable aid to the investigator in 
establishing selected minimum standards for school bus 
:1statement by G. w. Gilbert, personal interview. 
4 
drivers. 
In a conference, Dr. E. Glenn Featherston, Deputy 
Associate Commissioner for Educational Research and 
Development in the u. s. Department of Education, implied 
there was a need for better methods of selecting, training, 
and supervising school bus drivers. The discussion also 
dealt with accepted procedures in a school bus driver pro­
gre.m.2 Dr. Fee.therston 1 s book entitled Pupil Transportation 
had just been published. An early statement in the book 
concerning school bus drivers reflected Dr. Featherston's 
opinion of the importance of bus driver training. 
The driver is the moat important individual in the 
actual operation of school buses. It is be who 
finally determines the success of the operation and 
who, more than any other one person, controls the 
safety and efficiency of each bus. J
•rhe next contact was with a supervisor of transpor­
tation in a particular Virginia school division. Fairfax 
County was chosen; (1) for its large school bus fleet, and 
(2) for its national recognition in possessing a modern
school bus driver program. Mr. w. H. Ebhardt, Supervisor
of Transportation, sent a copy of the Fairfax County school
bus driver handbook.
2statement by E. Glenn Featherston, personal interview.
3z. Glenn Feathernton and D. P. Culp, ���j� 
Transportation (New York: Harper and Row, 1 o , P• 73.
Lotters were sent to several selected states to 
determine their progranis for school bus drivers. Those 
states were Alabama, South Carolina, lJew York, Haryland, 
North Carolina, a.nd Delaware. r he purpose was to soe tbe 
types of programs these states had developed. 
5 
After analyzing opinions of writers in the field, the 
investigator decided first to define the job of the scnool
bus driver. It was apparent that there was also a need to 
examine briefly the advancement of school bus driver stan­
dards in the united States. 
To ascertain the current practices in selection, 
instruction, and supervision in the different school divi­
sions of Virginia, a questioonaire was sent to each 
division superintendent. 
It was assumed that every acb.ool division followed 
state laws concerning bus driver standards. Tberei'ore, 
items already required by the Stato of Virginia wore not 
inoluded. 
A letter accompanied the questionnaire explaining 
its purpose and its ultimate objective. The intent was to 
present tae topic to e ach sup�rintendent in suoh a way as 
not to offend any school division for lack of an adequate 
sci1ool bus driver program, and to seek his co-operation 
in the study. To insure better response a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope was enclosed. 
The questionnaire was three pages long. Most of the 
questions could be checked either "yes" or "no." For con­
venience, spaces in the left margin were provided so that 
the items could be easily tabulated. 
The questionnaire was divided into three parts; 
(l) selection, (2) instruction, and (3) supervision. The
attempt was made to word the items in such a way as to 
avoid any ambiguous meaning. A oopy of the qut1stionnaire 
is included in the Appendix, page 69• 
The response to the questionnaire was favorable for 
both county divisions end city divisions. The county divi­
sions were more co-operative and wrote more comments. How­
ever, it must be realized that very few cities provided 
transportation. The county divisions, on the other hand, 
were more deeply involved in transporting students. 
This fact was illustrated in the number of buses in 
operation and total miles tx•aveled in the county as com­
pared with the same factors in the city. In the academic 
year 1964-65, the buses of the county divisions traveled 
44,348,522 miles as compared with only 3,871,718 miles 
traveled by those in the city divisions. The total number 
of buses in operation in the county divisions for the same 
period of time was 5,182 as compared with 568 buses in the 
6 
7 
city divisions.4
To present a clearer conception of the county and 
city school divisions responding, a map for each has been 
used. Questionnaires were sent to all eighty-eight county 
school divisions. There were eighty responses producing a 
91.96 per cent return. The questionnaire was also sent to 
thirty-four city divisions. There were thirty-two responses
producing a 94.10 per cent return. 
The purpose of this questionnaire was to point out 
the varied bus driver programs in Virginia. Attention was 
given to a geographical interpretation of the results. It 
appeared that school divisions in a particular section or
the state had common needs. The assumption that counties 
with large bus fleets would have a more comprehensive 
driver program was also explored. Eacn part of the ques• 
tionnaire covered a wide range, allowing for differences in 
localities, situations, and facilities. 
4state Board of Education. Annual Report of the 
superintendent of Public Instruction of the Commonwea!tn of 
Virginia. Richmond: State Board of Education, 1965. 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND MAT�IAL 
I. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BUS DRIVER
The school bus driver is responsible for a vehicle 
that costs several thousands of dollars. In maintenance and 
upkeep of the bus the driver can save money for the school 
division. To illustrate this ract, E. Glenn Featherston 
told of a driver who was replaced in the middle or an aca­
demic year because of unsatisfactory performance. The new 
driver being a more competent person decreased the fuel 
consumption more than 30.0 per cent. The need or repairs 
to the bus also decreased. During the first b.alf or the 
year the brake lining bad been worn out twice. However, in 
the second half o.t' the yeu no repair was needed on the 
lbrake lining. 
The responsibility of the driver to carry eaob child 
to and from school safely cannot be overstated. On the 
average, each bus driver carries approximately thirty to 
forty students per load each day. The noise and general 
contusion created by so many students on a bua presents a 
problem not exporienoed by most other drivers. The driver, 
1Featherston, .!! !!•, �• ill.•
11 
therefore, must be a person who is not easily excited, and 
one fully in control of the situation. Although it is t�e 
that school buses have each year been designed for safer 
operation, the responsibility of careful driving and compe• 
tent handling on the part of the driver has not decreased. 
The burden of safe transportation still lies in the hands 
or the bus driver.2
The school bus driver has a strong influence upon 
students and is, therefore, a potent link between school 
and home. 
Many preschool tots get their first feelings about 
going to school (that is impressions of tb.e school 
system) from the drivers serving their communities. 
Long before a teacher they know a school bus driver 
• • •  How he (the school bus driver) conducts bimself
conveys 1ubtle but positive first impressions for good
or evil • .;,,
The school bus driver, as a representative of the school, 
sees the children at the beginning and at the end ot each 
school day. In many oases the atmosphere within the bus 
can change a ohild•s attitude toward the sohool.4
2North Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles, Driver
Education and Accident Records Division, Handbook for School 
Bus Drivers (Raleigh: North Carolina Department "o'r"Motor 
v'inioles, 196S), P• a.
3Maryland State Department of Education, Guide !2£.!e!. 
Selection and Trainin5 or school Bus Drivers in Maryland 
(BaltimoresMaryland state Department of Education, 1961), 
P• 2. 
12 
In an article, "Key Person: The Bus Driver," 
Theodore Sorenson pointed out six facets of the school bus 
driver•s Jobs
1. An important tea.char because he is in a position,
as a result of the time he spends with his pupils on the
way to and from school to exert influence in shaping
the lives or these children. The school bus driver
determines wheth.er the education that goes on in their
lives is good or bad.
2. A responsible chauffeur and a skilled driver who
can cope with the many problems caused by adverse
weather conditions and traffic hazzarda.
3. An excellent public relations agent because he is
usually the closest adult contact that most rural
parents have with the school.
4. A responsible f'riend to school children, handling
them with three "F's" - friendly, fair, and firm.
5. The custodian of valuable equipment which should
always operate at the peak of efficionoy.
6. A guardian of the safety and the health or the
children whose lives are entrusted to his oare.5
II. GROWTH IN SCHOOL BUS DRIVER PROGRAMS
Today the overall national standards for school bus 
drivers are higher than they have ever been before. F'or 
exmnple, a typical bus driver must undergo a thorough exam­
ination ot his qualifications for the Job. Then after 
being selected, the driver must undergo extensive instruction 
5Theodore A. Sorenson, "Key Person: The Bus Driver,"
.!h!, Nation's Schools, LXV, 84.
in how to drive a sohool bus. Finally, the driver must be 
constantly supervised and evaluated. Through thaae three 
processes it is hoped that better and safer driving will 
develop. 
1.3 
It must be remembered, however, that these standards 
for school bus drivers have not always been present. In 
fact, most of them have been developed in the last twenty 
or thirty years. At first there was no formal selection and 
training of school bus drivers. Occasionally superintendents 
gave inform.al regulations and instruction to their drivers. 
The first state-wide program for training bus drivers 
was initiated by the state of North Carolina in 1937.6
Minnesota and Illinois began holding bus driver meetings in 
1939. The school officials ot New Mexico, sensing the need 
or a comprehensive driver program, began tormulating a 
course in 1939, and offered the first course in 1940.7 
World War: II gave rise to problems for sob.col trans­
portation, the major one being the scarcity or bus drivers. 
Frequently people were selected to drive school buaea who 
were not qualified. To relieve the manpower shortage, 
women began to drive buses. 
6 u. s. Offioe or Education, School Bus Drivers: 
Current Practices in Selection and Trainin�• Pamphlet 100{Washington: Government PrintingOff1ce, 1 46), P• 19. 
?Ibid. 
-
-
14 
Sohool administrators, state officials, and the 
public advocated better standards and programs tor training 
bus drivers. The first need was to train the unqualified 
drivers. Another problem was to interest more people in 
driving school buses. Until these two problems were solved, 
there would be a serious curtailment of pupil transportation. 
In terms of raising standards tor bus drivers, however, the 
war panic was a blessing and a stimulus in formulating com­
prehensive programs for school bus drivera.8
One of the first conferences to aid in establishing 
such programs was held at Yale University in 1942. Persons 
in attendance were chief state officials, officials of the 
federal government, and representatives of many national 
organizations. The work conference decided that its work 
was not completed; therefore, a aeoond conference was held 
in July 1942• in Washington, D. c. These two conferences 
produced a publication, School Transportation !B Wartime. 
which offered two suggestions for the improvement of bus 
driver training programs. 
l. All drivers of school buses should be required to
take pre-employment and supplementary training in
school bus operation.
2. A school bus driver training program should be
encouraged by the u. s. Office or Education.�
General conferences were held again in 1945, 1949, 
10 
1951, 1954, and 1959. These conferences had a great in• 
fluence on bus driver standards. For example, the 1949 
National Conference on School Transportation recommended 
standards for selection and instruction of school bus 
drivers. These recommendations were published under the 
title Standards� Trainin6 Programs !2!: School .l2.!:!! 
Drivers. Also in 1959, the National Conference on School 
Transportation revised the 1949 publication and included 
supervision in its report. A new title was used. It was 
called Selection, Instruction, .!!!S!, Supervision .2.£ School 
� Drivers: Recommended Minimum Practices.11 In 1964,
the National Council on Transportation revised the 1959
publication, but retained its title.12 Thus in the years
1949, 1959, and 1964 a need was established for training 
of bus drivers and also for proper selection and competent 
supervision. The following is an excerpt from the 1964
recommendations: 
Believing that the problem of assuring oompetenoy in 
10teo E. Buckring, "Key Words Are Still Safety and
Economy," � Nation's Schools, LXV, 73.
11:National Education Association, National Commission
on Safety Education, Selection, Instruction, a.nd su1erv1s1on
of School Bus Drivers (Washington: National Eduos.t on 
Associatfon";-l96$J, p. 4.
12
Ibid.
- - ··--------
- I I ----
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the driving of school buses is common to all school 
districts where children are transported, the 
conference urges all state and local school systems to 
use these recommendations as a moans of achieving more 
safety apd economy in tho school transportation 
aervice. l..3 
CHAPTER III 
THE INV8STIGATIOlf 
As stated in Chapter I, a questionnaire was sent to 
both county and city school divisions in Vir£inia to asoer• 
tain ourrent practices in school bus driver programs. In 
keeping with the content of the questionnaire, this chapter 
is divided into three main headings: Selection, Instruction, 
and Supervision. 
I• SELECTION 
As previously stated, the questionnaire dealt with 
practices not required by law in Virginia. Howover, a re• 
view or Virginia laws concerning selection, should be 
stated. 
No school board or superintendent of schools ot any 
county or city shall hire, employ, or enter into any 
agreement with any person for the purposes ot operating 
a school bus transporting pupils after July first, 
nineteen hundred and sixty-two, unless tne person 
proposed to so operate such school bus shall: 
(a) Furnish a certificate signed by a physician
licensed by this State attesting that such physician 
has examined the applicant within the thirty days 
p�eceding the date of the application for such employ­
ment and that applicant has no symptoms of hypertension, 
cardiac disease, diabetes, epilepsy, paralysis or any 
type, and other wise, from the observation of such 
physician, physically and mentally capable of operating 
a sohool bus safely • • •  
{b) Furnish a statement from the Division or Notor 
Vehicles that the records of suoh. Division do not dis­
close that the applicant, within the preceding five 
years, has been convicted upon a charge of either 
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driving under the influence of intoxicating liquors or 
drugs, or a felony involving the use or a motor 
vehicle. 
(o) Furnish a statement signed by two reputable oiti•
zens of the county or city that applicant is a person 
of good moral character • • •  
(e) Be between the ages of sixteen and sixty-five
years, both inclusive, at the time or signing such 
contract. 
The statements above required shall be filed with, 
and made a part or, the records or the superintendent 
of schools aud/or school boards of the county or cifY 
employing such person as a school bus operator • • •  
'.rhe state furnished forms which each school division 
used for its school bus drivers. li'or example, the state 
form tor Section (a) is called PT. l. The form tor 
section (b) is PT. 2. The form for Section (o) is PT. 3. 
Copies of these forms are included in the Appendix, page 58.
In the questionnaire, seventeen items w ere directed 
toward bus driver selection, they were as follows: 
Yes No 
1. This school division publishes a school bus-
drivor handbook.
2. The information on the application blank is-
checked for correctness.- 3. Tho references are chec.ked ei thor by
telephone or letter.- - 4. Every prospective bus driver undergoes a
personal interview.
5. This school division uses an interview check•- -
list .form. 
6. The complete driving record or the applicant- -
from the Division of Motor Vehicles is re-
quired. - - 7. There is an adopted salary schedule.
l 
State Board of Education, Virginia. School Laws 
(Rict>.mond: State Board of Education, 1963), pp. l.59-160. 
-
Yes No 
a. - -
9. - -
10. - -
11. - -
12. - -
- - 1.3. 
- - 14. 
- - 15. 
16. 
17. 
Substitute drivers are required to meet the 
same requirements as regular bus drivers. 
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A knowledge of First aid ia required tor the 
job. 
This school division gives an intelligence 
test. 
This school division gives psychophysical 
tests. If so, check the appropriate block: 
breadth or visionJ judging distancesJ 
- reaction time. -
Ttira school division gives a driver attitude 
test. 
There 1s a requirement for weight. It' so, 
specify: minimum maximum. 
There is a"'requirement---ro'r height, If so, 
speoifys minimum maximum. 
An applioantmust havebeen a licensed driver 
for one year. 
The age range in this school division is: 
minimum maximum. 
?nseleotingttrivers this division preteraa 
women; menJ no preference. - - -
Only 30.0 per cent of the reporting counties used 
handbooks. It was apparent that the counties who published 
the handbook operated a large number or buses. 
FIGURE 3 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COUNTY SYSTEMS SHOWING Nill-IBER OF 
BUSES AUD SYSTEMS PUBLISHING A HANDBOOK 
No. Buses 
401 - 80 
80 - 57 
57 - 44 
44 • 35 -
.35 - 10 -
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In the city systems reporting, only Newport Newa used 
at:handbook for drivers and Virginia Beach published a monthly 
newsletter for bus drivers. 
In the county systems, the only universal procedure 
reported was the personal interview. The response showed 
that 85.0 per cent of the counties checked the information 
on the application blanks.for correctness, and 78.7 per cent 
checked the references. Only 5.0 per cent used an inter­
view check list form. These counties were Arlington, 
Fairfax, Louisa, King William and King and Queen. 
From the eight city systems reporting, 25.o per cent 
used check lists: Richmond and Virginia Beach. 
The response to the requirement for the complete 
driving record from the Division ot Motor Vehicles for each 
applicant indicated that 83.74. per cent used this procedure. 
The response from the city divisions indicated that 87.50 
per cent required the complete driving record. It was the 
opinion of this researcher that this item could have been 
misinterpreted by some of the school divisions. It 1s re­
quired that the PT. 2 form be sent to the Division ot Motor 
VehiolesJ but, the information includes only those felonies 
committed in preceding five years. The complete driving 
record entails more than Form PT. 2. 
Apparently there was a general state wide acceptance 
or an adopted salary scale and aleo, the requirements for 
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substitute bus drivers which are the same as those of regu­
lar bus drivers. 
The total testing program for school bua drivers is 
relatively recent. This was reflected in the responses by 
both county and city divisions. The most prevalent type or 
test reported was the driver attitude test, 11.24 per cent. 
The least prevalent type of test reported was the intelli• 
genoe test, 2.5 per cent. 
Concerning physical requirements, Fairfax was the 
only county division with a maximum and minimum standard. 
Norton and Virginia Beach were the only city systems re­
porting these requirements. 
The minimum age prescribed by law for school bus 
drivers is 16 and the maximum is 65. It was noted that 
county divisions followed this statute. There were fif­
teen counties who supplemented this law by raising tho mini­
mum age to 20 years and 21 years. James City - Williamsburg 
lowered the maximum age limit to 55 years. 
The questionnaire revealed that 40.0 per cent of the 
county divisions preferred men, 5.0 per cant preferred 
women, and 55.0 per cent had no preference. 
It was interesting to note that Fairfax County em• 
ployed 80.0 per cent women drivers. William H. Ebhardt, 
Supervisor of Transportation in thia county, wrote: 
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Who other than a woman, ia better qualified to worry 
over the safety of hundreds of kids, and deal. with 
their parents? The girls may not be as skillful as a 
man with thirty years• experience on a trailer truck 
••• but they are more careful, more thoughtful, more 
reliable, betier in handling youngsters - and learn 
more quickly. 
Tables I and IA, pages 23-27, follow showing in detail, 
the response to Section I of the questionnaire. 
II. INSTRUCTION
Tra.inin5 .!!.!! .. drivers. There is no Virginia law per• 
taining to pre-employment instruction. It is left entirely 
to each local school dlvision to administer the program 1t 
desires. The State of Virginia does require, however, that 
before a driver can operate a school bus with students, the 
driver must have successfully pasaed the examination pre­
scribed in Section 46.1-370. 
In the questionnaire, twelve items covered the train­
ing of new drivers. They were as follows: 
Yes no - -
- -
- -
2 
l. 
2. 
3. 
This division superintendent annually address­
es prospective bus drivers concerning their 
importance in the educational system, 
Training classes for new drivers are held 
annually before each school year. 
A qualified experienced bus driver aids in 
training new drivers. 
Starr Writer, "Fairfax Education 'Litt•: It's A 
Woman's World, n International Trail, Vol. 33, no. 6, PP• 4-S.
Question 
County 
Accomack 
Albemarle 
Alleghany 
Am,3lia 
Amherst 
Appomattox 
Arlington 
Augusta 
Bath 
Bedford 
No. 
Bland 
Botetourt 
Brunswick 
Buchanan 
Buckingham 
Campbell· 
Caro
l
ine
Carroll 
Charles City -
New Kent 
Charlot to 
Chesterfield 
Clark 
Sub-Total 
TABLE I 
CURRENT SELECTION PRAC'11 ICES OF' VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
DERIVED FROM QUES'l'IONNA IRE DATA - QUES'I'IONS 1 - 1 t'.
1 2 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
lm 7 1 8 191 lO 1 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
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X 
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X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X 
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X 
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X 
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X 17 65 X 
X 16 65 X 
X 16 65 X 
X 21 65 X 
J.6 65 X 
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X 18 65 X 
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X 
X 17 65 
X 16 65 X 
X 17 65 
X 16 65 
21 65 
X 18 65 X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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County Noo 
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Craig X X X X x 21 6S x 
,Culpeper X X X X X X X 
Cumberland 
Dic;:kenson 
Dinwiddie 
Essex -
Middles ox 
F'ail'fax 
Fauquic1r 
Floyd 
Fluvanna 
F'ranklin 
Freder-ick 
GiJ.er1 
Gloucester -
Mathews 
Goochland 
Grayson 
Greene -
Madison 
Greensville 
Halifax 
Hanover 
Henrico 
Henry 
Highland 
Isle of v!ight 
James City -
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X X 
X 
X X X 
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X X X X 
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King George X X X X X X X X X 
King and Queen 
King William 
Lancaster -
Nor t hu111b or land 
Lee 
Loudoun 
Louisa 
Lunenburg 
Mecklenburg 
Montgomery 
Nansemond 
N0lson 
Nor thstropt on 
Nott;oway 
Or-ange 
Pago 
Patrick 
Pittsylvania 
Powhatan 
Prince Edward 
Prince George 
Prince William 
Pulo.ski 
Rappahannock -
Warren 
Hichmonq -
Westmoreland 
Rof1 noke 
Sub--Total 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
----------------------Questionnaire not 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
----------------------Questionnaire 
X 
X 
X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
not 
X 
r"( IFT]TcJJ2JJ-�rrr�zJ?2f2�2-1-2�1 ·_ 1- 1- 1- I 11 
X 17 65 X 
X 16 65 X 
x JS 65 x 
X 18 65 X 
X 1'7 6)4- X 
X 16 65 X 
X 16 65 X 
17 65 X 
returned-------------------------
x 18 65 X 
X 21 65 X 
X 2J. 65 X 
returned--------------------�----
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X 
X 
X 
X 
16 65 X 
X 
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16 60 X 
17 65 X 
16 65 X 
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R"o·ck'bi,-idge 
Rockingham 
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Shenandoah 
Smyth 
Southampton 
Spotsylv[1.nia­
Stafford 
surr;:r 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
1:Jashintton 
Wise 
Wythe 
York 
No. 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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CURRENT SELECTION PRACTICES OF VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
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X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
Alexandria 
Chesapeake 
Covington 
Falls Church 
Hampton 
Newport Neus 
Norton 
Questionnaire not completed 
X X ):� X X X X 
X X X X X X 
10 11 
11213 
X X X 
Radford 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach 
'rot al 
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X X X X X X X X 
X .X X :X: X X  X 
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n
�
B
�
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0 
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X 
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X 
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X 
X 25 45 X 
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"Affirmative response indicated. 
omitted. 
City divisions not operating public school transportation 
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Yes No - -
- -
-
- -
The 
4• This school division employs a qualitied 
driver-trainer. 
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S. Once the license is obtained, the new driver
is required to con.tinue his training with an
experienced driver on an actual run.
6. In actual driving, the new bus driver begins
with an empty bus.
7. The number of students per bus is inoreased
aa the driver gains experience.
a. This school division requires days ot
actual driver training before ruing the state
bus driver test.
9. This school division requires hours ot
actual driver training before taking the
state bus driver test.
10. This school division requires_ days ot
classroom instruction.
ll. This school division requires_ hours or
classroom instruction.
12. Classroom instruction includes: (Please
check items covered)
Driver-student relationships 
- Driver-parent relationships
- Cleanliness or bus
- Fix-st Aid
- Reports
- Responsibilities of bus driver
- Preventive and defensive driving
- Correct wearing apparel
orientation tor bus drivers uauall7 began with 
an address by the superintendent. Eighty-six per cent ot 
the county divisions used this procedure. City divisions 
reported 62.S per cent also used this method. 
Training for new bus drivers was covered in the ques• 
tionnaire by several items. There were $0.0 per cent or the 
county school divisions wno reported that an annual driver 
training course was followed. An experienced driver aided 
in this class in 60.0 per cent of the county school 
-
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divisions, and 2$.0 per oent employed a qualified driver 
trainer. Fifty per cent of the city divisions had an annual 
training program, 7S.O per cent had an experienced driver 
aide, and 37.SO per cent had a qualified driver trainer. 
The response of the counties showed that 83.76 per 
cent followed the practice of requiring the new bus driver 
to begin with an empty bus. All city divisions followed 
this procedure. It did not follow, however, that the nwnber 
of students increased as tb.e driver gained experience. Onl7 
6.2$ per cent of tb.e county divisions and none ot the cities 
reported that this rule was followed. 
The amount of time used in training showed a varia•
tion ranging from one day, one hour, to eight days and eight 
hours. This same variation showed in the time allotted to 
classroom instruction. The researcher's intention was tor 
each school division to designate either hours or days, but 
there were discrepencies. Eight county school divisions re­
ported both in hours and days the time allotted tor behind 
the wheel instruction. 
The item in the questionnaire covering classroom 
instruction was divided into eignt areaa. The most preva­
lent areas reported by the county divisions were 30.0 per 
cent tor cleanliness or bua and reports. The least preva­
lent areas were 12,.S per cent tor first aid ·and correct 
wearing apparel. 
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The tables for Part II follow, Table II and IIA, 
pages 31•35, giving exact results and percentages. 
In-servioe training. The state or Virginia has no 
laws dealing with in-service training. As in the training 
of new drivers, each local school division sets up its own 
program. By definition, in-service training was considered 
to be a formal instructional program for experienced drivers. 
The questionnaire returns probably reflected not only in• 
service training, but also bus driver meetings. 
Part IIB, In-service Training, was covered by ten 
items in ·the questionnaire. They were as tollows1 
Yes No - l. This school division bas an in-service-
training progrsm for drivers.
2. This school division nas adequate facilities- -
for suoh a program. - - 3. In-service classes are scheduled at strategic
points within the city or county. 
4. The in-service class size ia limited to 20- -
people. - - 5. Some topics are selected by the school bus
drivers. - 6. Thie school division secures prominent-
authorities to present the topics. - - 7. A part or the in-service training is actually
spent in improving driving skills. 
a. This school division tests the drivers on- -
their in-service training. - 9. Citations or awards are given for completing-
each in-service program. 
10. Bus drivers are paid to attend in-service- -
programs. 
The response of county divisions indicated that 
36.2$ per oent had some form of in-service training programs. 
TABLE II 
CURRENT INS'rRUC'l'ION PRAC'l'ICES OF VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS DR IVIBS .. 
DERIVED FROM QUES'l'IONNAIHE DATA - PAR'l' IIA - QUES'l'IONS 1 - 12;.-
County 
Question 
No. 
Accomack 
Alberr.arle 
Alleghany 
Amelia 
· An:herst
Appomattox 
Arlington 
Augusta 
Bath 
Bedford 
Bland 
Botetourt 
I311unswick 
Buchanan 
Buckingham 
Campbell 
Caroline 
Ca1�roll 
Charles City -
New Kent 
Charlotte 
Chesterfield 
Clark 
Sub-Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 _7 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
8 9 10 11 
dais��-h�tJ.rs days hours 
12 
X X X X X X X X 
--------- -- - ----.-- -- -Questionnaire not r o turned-- ---- ------------------ --
x X X X X X X 3 3 
X X X X X X 2 4 X X X X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X X 4 8 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
-------------------Questionnaire not returned--------------------------
x X X X 1 3 
X X 1 1 X X 
X 
X X 2 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 6 X X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
17101� 3 3 3 3 -- 2- -3 4 4 3 
-::-Affirmative response indicated. vJ 
I-' 
-- ··-� 
Quest Ton 
J 2 
County No. 
3 5 
.. 
8 
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9 0 11 
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=47 
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X 
X X X X 
Cra1.g 
Culpeper 
Cumber1and 
Dickenson 
Dinwiddie 
Essex -
-------------------Questionnaire not returned--------------------------
x X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
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Middlesex 
F'airfax 
Fauquier 
FJ.oyd 
F'luvanna 
Frank line 
Froclorick 
Giles 
Gloucester -
X X X X X 5 5 X X X X X X X X 
X X J 12 
-··-- -·· -------- ------Q,ue st ionna ire
X X X X X X 
not returned--------------------------
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 7 7 X X X X X X Mathei-is 
Goochland 
Grayson 
Greene -
-------------------Questionnaire not returnod------------------------­
x X X 
Madison 
Greensville 
Hr:tlifax 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
Hanover x x x · x 
Henrico x x x x 
Henry X X X X X X 
II:i.ghland x x 
Isle of Wight x x x x 
Jar.10s City -
5 
1 
5 
1 
1/2 4 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X 
Williamsburg x x x x x x 8 8 x x x x x x 
Sub--'rotal �7-:FFjT_[f:[4-rB]57J'{J l_J -- I -- I -- I -- I s ,57-s-12-rs-,rr:n-2- \.II 
N 
'J'ABLE II (continued) 
Quest foi
1
County No. 
--
King George 
King and Quo en -
!Ung William
Lancaster -
Northumberland 
Lee 
Loudoun 
Louisa 
Lunenburg 
1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
-L--
I 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
--
4 5 6 7 8 
days 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 5 
X 
h��rs I [_I 9 10 12 t-------· detys· I I I I Ihours ,_ 
5 X X X X X X X X 
3 
X X X X X X 
4 
2 X X X X X X X 
3 X X X X X X A 
Mo ckJ.e nbur•1:, 
Montgomery 
Nansernond -------------------Questionnaire not returned---------------�----------
Ne1son 
North,.lmpton 
Nottoway 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Or•ange -- --- -- •·------·-----Quos t ionnaire not returned--------------------------
Page 
Patrick 
Pittsylvania 
Powhatan 
Prince Edward 
Prince George 
Prince William 
Pulaski 
Rappahannock •· 
Wariocrn 
Richmond -
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X .. X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
Wostrnoroland X X X X X X 
Roanoke X X X X X 
suG·.·:�,otal 121 
[1? 
__ 1r�;J5rr8J19 I 1 I .__
2 
x· X X X X 
X X X X X X 
1 X X X X 
4 2 X X X X X X X 
. rT[GT-BT·=rr-s-1-s-rGT··4- vJ 
vJ 
____ ! -- 1-- 1-- . ·--·· -·- --
'r·n1·1·, ].I (C •. ') . Au ·' .', . . 0 t1 v l DU C Cl 
County QueSt��':l·-�--2 1-: 5 6 7 8 ·- 9 a - 10 - ... . .. --
-- ·- ·---·· ·-----·-- days hoUr,'_;::l d_a,_':::._' ,__ ___ ...___, h;�·i::sh 
12 
I I I I 
. Rockbridge x 
Rockingham 
Russell 
Scott 
Shenandoah 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
7 7 
5 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
l_. 
X X 
X X 
Smyth 
Southampton 
Spotsylvania 
Stafford 
Surry 
-------------------Questionnaire not returned--------------------------
x . X X 2 1 X X X X 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
Wast1ington 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
Wise 
vlythe 
Yorlc X X X 
Sub-_ota.-1. _:_c:: __ ..::}__ - 7 .L,-'fl . . • , . 0"' T"r-rr r otal b9 ! Li.O -.----·•--- ·:-··�;::--r-i, c-lL. 20 3 2 'b-T--I---!------"- - -- -----
Percentages 
OJ I \rt 
0-- Q . . 
f\J 0 
\Jl. 
0--
0 . 
0 
. 
f\J +:- OJ 
\H 0 w • • . 
0 0 --J 
3 X 
1 
X 
- ··--1 - I 5 - - -
3_� I -2◊ - - - -- ---�---- -
f\J 
O'- - \Jl.. •
[\) 0
\Jl. --· 
X 
X 
!1.
Trr 
f\J 
f\J • 
\Jl. 
X x. 
X X 
?:
LJ�t.[. • 
v'l� 
0 f\J . . 
0 \Jl. 
X 
X 
5 
·-2F --�...:-
\..v 
0 . 
0 
X X X 
X 
L� 3 1 
�2T 
·-"-
1() 19 
f\J f\J ,_, 
en \.,J [\) • 0 . 
·....J --J 
\Jl. \Jl. 
vJ 
� 
-
l . 
I -------
--···-·· 
=l ---~ -·-·r---r--- \J7, 
-- -- -- "-.---
-
~-
\J7, 
--
TABLE Il'A 
cur-rnE�\J'l' INSTHUC'J'IOE PRJ1C'J1 ICES OF'' vnw TIHJ\ SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS -::­
DERIVED FI -Wt1 QUES'I1 IONHJ\IRE DNrA - PART IIA - QUESTIONS 1 - 12 
Question 
City 
Alexandria 
Chesapeake 
Covington 
Falls Church 
Harnpton 
Newport News 
Nor>ton 
No. 
1 2 3 
X 
X X X 
4 5 6 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X X X 
-7 8 
days 
Questionnaire not completed 
9 
hours 
X X X X X X 5 10 
X X 
10 
days 
3 
2_1_ -2 
No longer operate public school bus 
X X X X 
11 
hours I 
2�. X 
10 X 
X 
I 
X X 
X X 
X X 
I 
X 
X 
12 
I 11 
X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
Radford 
Richmond 
Virginia Beach X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
'rota.l 5 4-6 -- -
Percentages I\) \.Jl. 
--.J . 0 \.n . . 
0 0 
.. 
.=---s--rrt=J --
� 
vJ � 0 I 
--J f\) 0 I . • • 
\.Jl. \5l 0 
- -� - - -ti.-Qi:_ l�
\J7. \.Jl. \Jl. 
0 0 0 • • • 
0 0 0 
3 4 
vJ \.Jl. 
---J 0 • • 
'\Jl 0 
!�
0 0 . . 
0 0 
_}_ 
.,_J 
---J • 
\J1 
*Affirmative response indicate. City divisions not operating public school transportation
omitted. 
\.,.J 
\J\ 
--, 
"j I I ·1 I 
- -
-,-7 -I -u -
I. 
\J7. 
-
36 
The response from the city divisions indicated that 50.0 per 
cent had an in-service training program. It was interesting 
to note the higher percentage ot in-service training programs 
for city divisions as compared with the county divisions. A 
map was included showing the locations of the county divisions 
participating in this in-service program. 
Two county divisions reported facilities for this 
in-service program, though they did not participate. 
Only two county divisions had classes limited to 
twenty students, and only one out of tho eight city divi­
sions limited its class to twenty. 
Moat or the in-service training was taught by quali• 
fied instructors. In fourteen county divisions and three 
city divisions the bus drivers themselvea selected topics 
for study. 
out or the twenty-nine counties with in-service 
training programs, twenty reported the improvement or skills 
as an objective of the program. 
Tpe bus drivers were paid for this in-service train­
ing in nine county sc�ool divisions, tbough thero were tests 
given in only six county divisions and awards in three county 
divisions. Only one city division reported payment for this 
in-service program. 
Tables III and IIIA, pages 38-42, show the response 
in the area or in-service training. 
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TABLE III 
CURRENT IN-SERVICE INSTRUCTION PRACTICES OB, COUN'rY SCHOOL DIVISIONS UL.VIRGINIA
DERIVED FROM QUESTIONNAIRE DATA - PART IIB - QUES'rIONS 1 - 10··•
Questio
i
·
l
-
cr:
·· ·u I I ICounty No. ___ _,._ ___ lJL_ J !i. 5 6 7 8 9  10Accomack 
Albemarle 
Alleghany 
Amelia 
Amherst 
Appomattox 
Arlington 
Augusta 
Bath 
Bedford 
Bland 
Botetourt 
Brunswick 
Buchanan 
Buckingham 
Campbell 
Caroline 
Carroll 
Charles City -
New Kent 
Charlotte 
Chesterfield 
Clarke 
Sub--Total ·-----
X X X 
X X 
X 
� X 
--Quostionnr,ire not returned­
x X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X  X
X X 
X 
--Questionnaire not returne d-
X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X X X 
[6]315 1_1IJ1.J._6 LSJ..3.Ll D 
*Afflrmabive response ind1.cated.
\..,J '° 
 _J[ 
'I'Al3LE III ( c.ontinued) 
County 
Ques C���
1 2 3_[:L 1 6 1 ?r:-191 10
Craig 
Culpeper 
Cumberland 
Dickenson 
Dinwiddie 
Essex -
Middlesex 
Fairi'ax 
Fuaquior 
Floyd 
Fluvanna 
Franklin 
Frederick 
Giles 
Glouces tel' -
' Ma thews 
Goochland 
Grayson 
Greeno -
Madison 
Greensville 
Halifax 
Hanover 
--Questionnaire not returned­
x X X X X X X
X X X X X X 
--Questionnaire not returned-
X X X X X 
--Questionnaire not returned-
x X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
Henrico X X X X X X X X X 
Henry X X X X X 
Highland 
Isle of Wight 
James City -,, 
Williamsburg x x Sub•-'I'otal -··---···--···r·e LlJJi._J_ 1 i- 31 _8J�.!iJ-=2-r1 T-1 f; 
-------~~[~] ]~--~-~- -~-
- - -· --- ----- ---- . -- -- ---
TABLE III (continued) 
County 
Question 
c·-Jll7-- , :1 I · 1 I -.No• . 1 _ilil_tl5 • :: 7 8 • 9 • 10 
King George x x 
King and Queen -
King William X 
Lancaster •-
Northumberland 
Lee 
Loudoun 
Louisa 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
Lunenburg 
Mecklenburg 
Montgomery 
Nansornond 
Nelson 
Northa.mpton 
Nottoway· 
Orange 
--Questionnaire not returned-
Page 
Patrick 
Pittsylvania 
Powhatan 
Prince Eduard 
Prince Geo:r[;o 
Prince William 
Pulaski 
Rappahannock -
x X X X 
X X 
--Questionnaire not returned-
x X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
Warren 
Richrnond -
Westmoreland 
Roanoke 
Sub-Total --·-, 97- t3 T .{?_J _ _::J--;n 6 I l1.1 . -]_: __ r_:_ 1 t; 
----------,------- --- --
'rABLE III (continued) 
Coun� 
QiieStii�� I 1L 31 1] 5161718 ·19 rlO
Roe kbriclge 
Rockingham 
Russell 
Scott 
Shenandoah 
Smyth 
Southampton 
Spotsylvania 
Stafford 
Surry 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
Washington 
Hise 
Wythe 
York 
X 
--Questionnaire not returned�­
x X X X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
�u�:'rotal l;5f l7?,-·0 ?-�JTI}·;,7.12�--} � � 
:::::ntagos 
-;-�-� L; :°
1
���� -J � 1�• • • \Jl. • • e • --.J J\.)
f\) f\) 0 0 \Jl. ----J O \Jl. \Tl \J7, 
\Jl. \Jl. \Jl. -- ------ �·---- -- -- - . 
+ 
N 
- "'"• -- -- ·----- --
- - I-' r - .J_ - - -· - -
--
TABLE IIrA 
CURRENT IN-SEHVTCE INS'rHUC1I1 JON PRAC'I'ICES OF CITY SCHOOL DIVISIONS IH Y,JRGUJIA 
DERIVED FROM QUES'J1IOHNA IRE DA'I'A ·- P/\Wl1 IIB - QUESTI017S 1 - 10·,.· 
City 
Que-st���1 
ii 21 3 1 4 1 sl 61 7 1 sl 9
Alex�ndria 
Chesapeake 
Covington 
Falls Church 
Hampton 
Newport News 
Norton 
10 
Radford 
Richmond 
Virn:i nia Beach 
Tot�a1 
Percentages 
X X X X X 
Questionnaire not completed 
X X X X X X 
No longer operate public school bus 
X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
4 3 3 J. 3 .J±_ . T� 3 ll 1 
\J7, l..,J l..,J I-' \.,J \J7, \J7, \.,J I-' I-' 
0 -.J -.J I\) --J 0 0 --J I\) I\) • . • • . . . • . . 
0 \J7, \J7, \J7, \J7, 0 0 \J7, \J7, \J7, 
� 
� 
----·----
-~_____L____L__L_-_ -~ 
III. SUPERVISION
The Virginia Department of' Education recommends that 
every school division: 
Should employ a properly qualified person to assist 
tne Superintendent in the supervision of the trans­
portation system when a sohool division uses twent� 
(20) or more buses.3
It must be remembered, however, that this is merely a re­
commendation, not a law. 
There were sevan items in the questionnaire dealing 
with supervision. They were as follows: 
Yes No 
1. - -
2. - -
- - 3. 
- 4. 
- - 5. 
This school division employs a part-time 
supervisor or transportation who has respon­
sibilities other than transportation. 
This sch.ool division employs a full-time 
superviso� of transportation who has no 
responsibilities other than transportation. 
The supervisor of transportation has assis-
tants. Please specify number (do not 
include secretaries, mechanicsJ 
Toe entire school tre.naportation system is 
co-ordinated by this individual. 
The supervisor or supervisors annually 
evaluate each school bus driver in the school 
division. 
a. If yes, this evaluation consists of:
(check where applies to your division) 
riding the bus 
- performance in in-service training courses
- general condition of each driver's bus
- accidents
- public relations of the bus driver
- law violations
3
R. L. Wimbish, Regulations, Standards�
Specifications Pertaining to 
4
)Ril Transportation
State Board of E!ducation, "f96 , P• A•9• 
(Richmond: 
Yes No 
-
- -
45 
b. A copy or this evaluation is kept on file
yes no 
Citat'I'ons orawards are given for completing 
each year of safe driving. 
The supervisor keeps the public informed about 
progress achieved in increasing the safety ot
school transportation through better training 
of school bus drivers. 
The response tor the county divisions showed 32.5 per 
cent had a full time supervisor. 
Twenty-rive per cent or the city divisions reported 
that a full time supervisor was employed. In the case of 
the city divisions, 7$.0 per cent had either a part-time or 
full time supervisor of transportation. Newport News and 
Falls Church were the two divisions reporting no supervisor. 
The county divisions roported that 16.25 per cent ot
their supervisors had assistants. They were Arlington, 
Augusta, Chesterfield, Culpeper, Fairfax, Fauquier, 
Franklin, Gloucester - Mathews, Henrico, Lunenburg, Prince 
William, Roanoke, and Wise. The number of assistants ranged 
from one in Arlington, to three in Fairfax and Culpeper. 
Only 37.S per cent or the city divisions had any 
assistants: Virginia Beach, Richmond, and Norton. 
In tne co-ordination of the transportation, the re­
sponse of the county divisions indicated that 66.2$ per cent 
or the supervisors of transportation co-ordinated the entire 
program. 
6 
• 
46 
Fifty per cent of the oity divisions reported that SU• 
pervisors had this responsibility. These were Virginia 
Beach, Richmond, Norton, and Chesapeake. 
The item concerning the evaluation of school bus 
drivers was divided into six parts. The most common means 
used was the condition of each driver1a bus, and the public 
relations of the bus driver. The least used waa the item 
concerned with in-service training programs. Tne number or
accidents and the number or violations of laws were used as 
criteria in 56.25 per cent of the county divisions. 
In the city divisions, law violations and public re­
lations of the bus driver took precedence over the other 
criteria. 
A copy of this evaluation was kept on file in Jl.25 
per cent of the county divisions. A file was kept in 50.0 
per cent of the city systems. 
Awards were given for safe driving in 33.75 per cent 
or the county systems. 
Public relations was not regarded as an important 
factor of evaluation in the county divisions. Only 26�25 
per cent incorporated this factor in their program. This 
entailed keeping the public informed of the progress in 
safety measures by better training or school bus drivers. 
However, the city divisions showed a 50.0 per cent cover­
age in this area. 
47 
Tables IV and IVA, pages 48-S2, giving the final re­
sults in detail on Part III of the questionnaire follow. 
TABLE IV 
. CURRENT SUP ERV IS ION PRAC'l1ICES OF VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS DR IVERS 
DERIVED FROM QUESTIONI'{AIRE DATA - PART III - QUESTIONS 1 - f'
Question 
County 
--
Accomack 
Albemarle 
Alleghany 
Amelia 
Arnherst 
Appomattox: 
Arlington 
Augusta 
Bath 
Bedford 
Bland 
Botetourt 
Brunswick 
Buchanan 
Buckingham 
Campbell 
Caroline 
Carroll 
Charles City 
New Kent 
Charlotte 
Ches te1�fie ld 
Clarke 
Sub-Total 
No. �I I 6 I 7 5 1 2 3 I I I I I I_ I I 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X 
X X X X X X X 
--------Questi onnaire not returned---------
X X X 1 X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X 2 X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X x· X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X 
--------Questionnaire not returned--------·· 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I I
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X 
1 X X X X X X 
X 1 X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
LJ._. _  1=_1-i--=-·1_J.� __ J-L __ J __ J ___ (__ 
� ffirmative response indicated. 
.p­
co 
__ I [Q ~--·-·--...------
_.c--- ·-__ -·---· ·-- -- -
'1-· ,, p 1· 1�1 J \T ( (' () '1 l. 1' 1· . ) r, c) \. - J.) ._l '.'J - . ·' - L l, -- J l. ,_, I 
c�=�:y-. (l1�
1-;;t;�·1_i··1···--1'·
- �-,-�r:·1·· · 
s . �� tr1-------.--1- --2- -- 3 - 1:..�=-· 1 I ··--r-1-·--1 I 
I 
Craig 
Culpeper 
Cumberland 
Dickenson 
Dinwiddie 
Essex -
Middlesex 
F'tlir.f ax 
F'auquier 
Floyc.3. 
Fluvanna 
F'ranklin 
Frede1·iclc 
Giles 
Glouco s to1� -
Mathews 
Goochland 
Grayson 
Greene -
Madison 
X X 3 X X X X X X X X X
•-- ---- --Q,uo st ionna ire not re turned---- ------
x X X X
X X
X X X 3 X X X X 
X X X X 
- --•·--· ·•-Que flt ionna ire 
X
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X
not returned---------
X X X X 
X .  X
X X
X Xl X X  X X X  X X  X X 
-- ------Questionnaire not re turned- ___ ;..-··- -
X X X X X X X X X
Greensville X X X X X X
Halifax X X X X X X X X X X X
Hanover X X X X X X X X
Henrico x x 1 x x x x x x x x x x x 
Henry � x 
Highland x x x x x x x x 
Isle of Wight 
Jam8 s City �-
Will iamsburp; X . X X X X X X X X X X
Sub-'l'otal . ----r·9 ["9 lX::..l 13 jll [u OiJ).2fITJ1fJ11r 9f--9 L�.2.-
.p­
..c, 
. - ·--1-.. . . 
I 
·-·-·- ---
TABLE IV (continued) 
t 
Que�,t��:r: I 
--··i-t4 l r lCoun Y 1 �3 __ J ____  --------·-, 1-1� 
King Georg0 
King and Queon -
King William 
Lancaster -
Nor t hurnb er 1a nd
Lee 
Loudoun
Louisa 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 2 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
Lunenburg 
Mecklenbux'g
Montgomery· 
Nansernond --------Questionnaire 
Nelson 
Northampton
Nottoway 
Orange 
Page
Pa tr·ick 
Pittsylvania 
Powhatan 
Prince Edward 
Prince George 
Prince William
Pulaski 
Rappo.hannock •··
Wn.rron 
Richmond -
X X 
X X 
--------Questionnaire 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 1 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
l ]L 
X X 
-
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
not returned---------
X X X X 
not returned---------
X X X X 
X X X X 
X :x X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
Westmoreland X X X X X X X X 
Roanoke X X l X X X X X X X 
Sub-�1otal 111:i--,-sr 31 -: I 167'.lS- I 7 I 2TTS-fIG7Tsf1�··c·r14T_5_ \J\ 0 
TABLE IV (continued) 
c;���;y --quost���-�\�l 31 li.l I . =1- c--·, r 1 � J ·-r- ,- I I I 
Hockbridge 
Rockingham 
Russell 
Scott 
Shenandoah 
Smyth 
Southampton 
SpotsyJ.van ia 
Stafford 
Surry 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
Washinr;ton 
Wise 
Wythe 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X .X X X 
X X X 
X 
--------Questionnaire not returned---------
X 
X 
X 
x X X X X X X X X X 
X 2 
X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
York X X X X X X X X 
���;i
otal �!ftr!t-: �-it-�
!)
�� ·!t�i l�-,[�=�-
Percents.r,·es j -.J N O' .CJ' o \Jl. v-> N O' CP O' I-' v-> O' (.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\Jl. \Jl. N N O O -.J \Jl. N -.J N N -.J N 
\Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. \Jl. --- ---· -------------
\Jl. 
I-' 
_7_ 
--------------------=·1---'---
I 
TABLE IV-A 
CURRI£NT SUPERVIS TON PRAC�PICES OF VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS DRIVER3 
DERIVED FR01'1 1J,UESTIONNAIRE DATA - PART III � QJJESTIONS l - f' 
·Quest-ion
County 
·�--·--- ·-·-
Alexandria 
Chesapeake 
Covington 
Falls- Church 
Hampton 
Hewport News 
Norton 
Radford 
Richmond 
No. 
�l±l4 I 
X X 
X X X 
X 
questionnaire not 
X X 1 X X 
No longer operate 
X X 1 X X 
X X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
5 
I I I I 
X X 
X X X 
-r I
X X 
X X 
--
X 
6 7 -·i----
X X 
X 
completed 
X X X .X X 
public school bus 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X V i.:q;inia Beach 1---- - - -·--11i-1 
2
--
·· 3 r ·� · _.f!:�-:_5- __ 11-_ _ _)__ �Ji� ·-1 l..li -�-�r;-,�-
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY Ai.�D COMCLUSION 
On the assumption that the questionnaire was answered 
correctly, definite knowledge of tbe comprehensive program 
of the school bus driver has been obtained from this study. 
Of the eighty-eight county school divisions in Virginia, 
eighty responded. Out of the thirty-two oity divisions, 
thirty responded. Out of the thirty, only nine city divi­
sions had a transportation program and one of tha cities 
answered the questionnaire incorrectly. 
The most common selection procedures were: (1) 
interview; (2) checking the application form for oorrectnessJ 
and (3) standards for substitute drivers. An important 
factor related to selection was the use of an adopted salary 
schedule. The least prevalent procedures were: (1) testing 
programJ (2) .first aid requirements; and (3) maximum and 
minimum physical requirements. There appeared to be a posi• 
tive relationship between the county school divisions with 
the larger transportation systems and better selection 
procedures. 
In the training program for new drivers, only three 
procedures were used extensively: (1) the division super­
intendent annually addressed prospective bus drivers; (2) 
in actual driving, the new bus driver began with an empty 
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bus; and (3) a qualified, experienced bus driver aided in 
training new drivers. Few of the school divisions reported 
any definite formal instruction. 
Training for experienced drivers in Virginia was very 
limited. The researcher assumed that this fact was a con• 
tinuance of very little formal training for new drivers.
The common practices of those county divisions having 
an in-service training program were: (l) classes scheduled 
at strategic points; (2) prominent authorities presented the 
topics; and (3) a part of tne program was spent in improving 
driver skills. An additional and related factor was the 
availability of adequate facilities for·suoh a program. The 
least common procedures were: (1) class size 1s limited to 
twenty people; (2) drivers are tested on their in-service 
training; and (3) awards are given for completing each in­
service program. 
The data revealed that most county and city divisions 
employed either a part-time or full-time supervisor of trans­
portation. However, in the range of thirty to fifty-seven 
buses, twelve county school divisions did not employ either 
a full-time ·or part-time supervisor. It was interesting to 
note that nine out of the same twelve also did not have an 
in-service training program. 
A majority of the school divisions annually evaluated 
each bus driver. However, only a few kept this evaluation 
on tile. The most common evaluative criteria used were: 
(1) general condition ot the bus; (2) number of accidentsJ
and (3) public relations of the bus driver. Tne least 
common criteria were law violations and performance in in• 
service training courses. 
The strengths and weaknesses of current practices 
in selection, instruction and supervision of school bus 
drivers in Virginia have been shown in this study. The 
first step in overcoming a weakness is its recognition. 
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APPENDIX 
COUNTY 
SCHOOL DIVISION 
Accomack 
Albemarle 
Alleghany 
Amelia 
Amherst 
Appomattox 
Arlington 
Augusta 
Bath 
Bedford 
Bland 
Botetourt 
Brunswick 
Buchanan 
Buckingham 
Campbell 
Caroline 
Carroll 
Charles City - New Kent 
Charlotte 
Chesterfield 
Clarke 
TABLE V 
DATE SENT DATE RETURNED 
3/18/66 3/23/66 
3/16/66 3/20/66 
3/18/66 3/21/66 
J/18/66 4/21/66 
3/18/66 3/22/66 
3/18/66 
3/16/66 3/21/66 
3/16/66 3/20/66 
3/18/66 3/22/66 
3/16/66 3/28/66 
3/22/66 3/25/66 
3/16/66 3/30/66 
3/16/66 3/20/66 
3/16/66 4/7/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 3/20/66 
3/16/66 3/23/66 
3/18/66 3/22/66 
3/16/66 3/21/66 
3/18/66 3/22/66 
3/16/66 4/23/66 
3/16/66 3/21/66 
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COUNTY 
SCHOOL DIVISION DATE SENT DA TE RETURNED 
Craig 3/16/66 3/20/66 
Culpeper 3/16/66 3/22/66 
Cumberland 3/16/66 
Dickenson 3/16/66 3/21/66 
Dinwi ddie 3/16/66 3/20/66 
Essex - Middlesex 3/16/66 3/28/66 
Fairfax 3/16/66 4/6/66 
Fauquier 3/16/66 3/21/66 
Floyd 3/18/66 
Fluvanna 3/16/66 3/21/66 
Franklin 5/11/66 5/18/66 
Frederick 3/16/66 3/20/66 
Giles 3/18/66 3/25/66 
Goochland 3/16/66 
Grayson 3/18/66 3/23/66 
Greensville 3/16/66 3/20/66 
Halifax 3/16/66 3/20/66 
Hanover 3/22/66 3/31/66 
Henrico 3/16/66 3/22/66 
Henry 3/18/66 3/24/66 
Highland 3/18/66 3/24/66 
Isle of Wight 3/16/66 3/20/66 
James City - Williamsburg 3/16/66 3/21/66 
COUNTY 
SCHOOL DIVISION Di\.'J'E SENT 
King George 3/22/66 
King and Queen - King William 3/22/66 
Lee 
Loudoun 
Louisa 
Lunenburg 
Madison - Greene 
Mathews - Gloucester 
:Mecklenburg 
Montgomery 
Nansemond 
Nelson 
Northampton 
Northumberland - Lancaster 
Nottoway 
Orange 
Page 
Patrick 
Pittsylvania 
Powhatan 
Prince Edward 
Prince George 
Prince William 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/18/66 
3/16/66 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
3/16/66 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
3/16/66 
3/22/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
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DATE RETURNED 
3/25/66 
3/25/66 
3/21/66 
3/21/66 
3/20/66 
3/30/66 
3/20/66 
3/25/66 
3/30/66 
3/20/66 
3/25/66 
3/20/66 
3/25/66 
3/20/66 
3/21/66 
3/30/66 
5/17/66 
5/16/66 
3/20/66 
3/20/66 
3/21/66 
COUNTY 
�:.CHOOL DIVISION 
Pulaski 
Rappahannock - Warren 
Roanoke 
Rockbridge 
Rockingham 
Russell 
Scott 
Shenandoah 
Smyth 
Southampton 
Spotsylvania 
Stafford 
Surry 
Sussex 
Tazewell 
Washington 
Westmoreland - Richmond 
Wise 
Wythe 
York 
D,\TE SENT 
3/22/6'6 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
3/16/66 
J/16/66 
J/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/18/66 
3/22/66 
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DA �rrE R8'rURNED 
3/28/66 
3/20/66 
3/30/66 
3/23/66 
3/21/66 
3/21/66 
3/21/66 
3/20/66 
3/20/66 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
3/23/66 
3/22/66 
3/23/66 
3/21/66 
3/22/66 
3/28/66 
4/7/66 
3/31/66 
C I'I'Y 
SCHOOL DIVISION 
Alexandria 
Bristol 
Buena Vista 
Charlottesville 
Chesapeake 
Clifton Forge 
Colonial Heights 
Covington 
Danville 
Fairfax 
Falls Church 
Franklin 
Fredericksburg 
Galax 
Hampton 
Harrisonburg 
Hopewell 
Lynchburg 
Martinsville 
Newport News 
Norfolk 
Norton 
TABLE V-A 
DATTI; SENT 
3/22/66 
4/13/66 
l+/13/66 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
4/13/66 
3/22/66 
5/11/66 
3/18/66 
3/22/66 
4/13/66 
5/11/66 
3/22/66 
5/11/66 
4/13/66 
3/22/66 
L�/13/66 
3/2/$6 
3/22/66 
3/22/66 
5/11/66 
5/11/66 
DATE RETURNED 
3/25/66 
5/3/66 
5/1/66 
4/6/66 
3/25/66 
L�/18/66 
3/26/66 
5/15/66 
3/22/66 
3/25/66 
4/18/66 
5/17/66 
3/25/66 
5/17/66 
4/24/66 
3/25/66 
3/25/66 
4/6/66 
3/25/66 
5/26/66 
5/26/66 
CI'I'Y 
SCHOOL DIVISION 
Petersburg 
Portsmouth 
Radford 
Richmond 
Roanoke 
South Boston 
Staunton 
Suffolk 
Virginia Beach 
Waynesboro 
Winchester 
DNI'E SEN'l: 
5/11/66 
3/22/66 
5/11/66 
4/13/66 
3/22/66 
4/13/66 
4/13/66 
5/11/66 
4/13/66 
5/11/66 
5/11/66 
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DA rrE RETURNED 
5/15/66 
4/7/66 
5/15/66 
5/1/66 
3/25/66 
5/3/66 
5/15/66 
5/17/66 
5/15/66 
5/17/66 
TABLE VI 
COUN'rY SCHOOL DIVISTONS 
NUMBER OF BUSES AND 'l'OTAL MILES TRAVELED 
.. ;� 
County Number 
of Buses 
7 Fairfax 401 ..I-. 
2. Henrico 167 
3. Pittsylvania 155 
Li. Chesterfield lLf-L� 
5. Halifax 108 
6. Augusta 107 
7. Rockingham 99 
8. Campbell 98 
9. Prince William 95 
10. Roanoke 94 
11. Henry=- 93 
12. Mecklenburg 91 
13. Bedford 89 
14. Southampton 8!�-
1.5. Franklin m,_ 
16'. Loudoun Bo 
- 17. Albemarle Bo 
18. Hanover 77 
19. Nansemond 75. 
20. Dinwiddie 75 
21. Washington 72 
22. Prince George 71 
23. Fauquier 71 
21.i. Accomack 69 
25. York 69 
26. Tazewell 68 
27. Arlington 64 
28. Richmond Westmoreland / -- Oj 
29. Russell 62 
JO. Carroll 61 
31. Northumberland- Lancaster 60
32. Scott 58 
33. Isle of Wight 57 
34. Brunswick 57 
35. Wise 57 
36. Lee 55 
37. Amherst 5li-
38. Buchanan 53 
�-Based on figures for 1964-1965 
Total Miles 
Bus Traveled 
3, 22j, s'E6 
992,782 
l,�-90, 760 
970,128 
1,089,720 
930,222 
703.188 
681,366 
656,604 
678,600 
741,744 
836,262 
882,162 
751,748 
741,420 
6.51,240 
69.5,556 
823 ,L�28 
532,260 
635,400 
651,.582 
637,920 
6_52,752 
608,421 
398,160 
620,196 
372,996 
516,672 
522,720 
562,680 
478,332 
616,0.50 
41.5,440 
658,,512 
414., 360 
453, 3�-8 
5Lf-3 ,i-1-20 
362,520 
TABLE VI (continued) 
County Number 
of Buses 
39. 
LLO 
41: 
42. 
43. 
41�. 
Lt-5. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
61.t. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
71-1-. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
Grayson 
Nelson 
Rockbridge 
Spotsylvania 
Shenandoah 
Pulaski 
Glo�cester - Mathews 
Caroline 
Botetourt 
Montgomery 
Essex - Middlesex 
Wythe 
Stafford 
Madison - Greene 
Charlotte 
Buckingham 
New Kent - Charles City 
Louisa 
Dickenson 
Frederick 
King William -
King and Queen 
Lunenburg 
Sussex 
Giles 
Floyd 
Smyth 
Patrick 
53 
52 
51 
50 
48 
47 
L� 7 
47 
47 
�-6 
45 
44 
44-
44 
4J:. 
L�3 
h2 
L.2 
)�_2 
42 
L1.l 
41 
38 
38 
36 
35 
35 
James City - Williamsburg 35 
Greensville 35 
Rappahannock - Warren 35 
34 
34 
32 
30 
30 
30 
30 
29 
28 
24 
2L,. 
Culpeper 
Orange 
Northampton 
.Alleghany 
Appomattox 
Fluvanna 
Nottoway 
Goochland 
?age 
King George 
Amelia 
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Total Mil0s 
Bus Traveled 
399,996 
548,100 
4L1.2, 368 
r: , ) ....,0o,3-1-0 
377,388 
346,644 
435,775 
409,212 
360,000 
JJS,004 
401,740 
386,640 
396,385 
405,918 
491,1�_00 
453,816 
36It, 248 
�-59, 720 
323,496 
399,960 
378,504 
L�86, 360 
429,612 
242,946 
320 ,l�_oo 
315,407 
3�,p ·"' 8! ti,,'.) Lj.
362,466 
292,752 
332,532 
39.., OQ' :> ' ,.,4-
292 ., 14 o
288,108 
268,416 
285,876 
240,228 
27L�, 536 
298,260 
20° 0-;,8 I , .,I 
194,478 
251 �Li.96 
County 
bO. Cumberland 
81. Prince Edward
82. Bland
83. Po1.vhatan
84. Bath
85. Surry
86. Clarke
87. Craig=
88. Highland
TABLE VI (continued) 
Number 
of Buses 
24 
21 
20 
19 
18 
16 
16 
10 
10 
67 
Total Miles 
Bus Traveled 
226,00S--
190,124 
139,860 
162,324 
151,686 
160,380 
136,800 
lOW-, 920 
88,524 
TABLE VJ:-A 
CITY SCHOOL DIVISIONS 
NUMBER OF BUSES AND TOTAL MILES TRAVELED 
City Number Total Miles 
of Bus0s Bus Traveled 
1. Virginia Beach 185 1,936 ., 160 '2. Newport News l 7L� 902 ., 880 
3. Chesapeake 132 959,220 
L�. Hampton 51_� 267, SL1.0 
5. Richmond 9 69,979 
6. Alexandria ·6 48,924 
7. Falls Church 3 12,521 
8. Iforton 2 10,950 
9. Covington 1 7 ,8L�4 
10. Radford 1 t;. U.00 
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SELECTION, INSTRUCTION AND SUPERVISION OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS IN VIRGINIA 
School Division 
Pa.rt I Selection 
-��-----------
Yes No
1. 
--,- 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
This school division publishes a school bus driver handbook. 
The information on the application blank is checked for correctness. 
The references are checked either by telephone or letter. 
Every prospective bus driver undergoes a personal interview. 
This school division uses an interview checklist form. 
The complete driving record of the applicant from the Division of 
Motor Vehicles is required. 
_ 7. There is an adopted salary schedule. 
8. Substitute drivers are required to meet the same requirements as
regular bus drivers.
9. A knowledge of first aid is required for the job.
10. This school division gives an intelligence test.
_ 11. This school division gives psychological tests. If so, check the 
appropriate block: _ breadth of vision; _ judging distances; 
reaction time. 
_ 12. This school division gives a driver attitude test. 
_ 13. There is a requirement for weight. If so, specify: 
_ maximum. 
14. There is a requirement for height. If so, specify:
_ maximum.
minimum 
minimum 
15. An applicant must have been a licensed driver for one year.
16. 
17. 
The age range in this school division is: minimum
In selecting drivers this division prefers: _ women;
_ no preference. 
maximum. 
men• - ' 
Part II Instruction 
A. Training for new drivers
Yes No -
-
1. This division superintendent annually addresses prospective bus
drivers concerning their importance in the educational system. 
_ 2. Training classes for new drivers are held annually before each 
school year. 
Yes No 
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J. A qualified experienced bus driver aids in training new drivers.
4. This school division err.ploys. a qualified driver-trainer.
5. Once the license is obtained, the new driver is required to continue
his training with an experienced driver on an actual run.
6. In actual driving, the new bus driver begins with an empty bus.
_ 7. The number of students per bus is increased as the driver gains 
experience. 
8. This school division requires_ days of actual driver training
before taking the state bus driver test.
9. This school division requires hours of actual driver training 
before taking the state bus drive� test. 
10. This school division requires_ days of classroom instruction.
11. This school division requires_ hours of classroom instruction.
12. Classroom instruction includes: (Please check items covered)
_ Driver-student relationships 
_ Driver-parent relationships 
Cleanliness of bus 
First aid 
B. In-service training
Yes No 
_ Reports 
_ Responsibilities of bus driver 
Preventive and defensive driving 
_ Correct wearing apparel 
1. This school division has an in-service training program for drivers.
2. This school division has adequate facilities for such a program.
J. In-service classes are scheduled at strategic points within the city
or county.
4. The in-service class size is limited to 20 people.
5. Some topics are selected by the school bus drivers.
6. This school division secures prominent authorities to present the
topics.
7. A part of the in-service training is actually spent in improving
driving skills.
8. This school division tests the drivers on their in-service training.
9. Citations or awards are given for completing each in-service program.
____ 10. Bus drivers are paid to attend in-service programs. 
2 
3 71 
Part III Supervision 
Yes No 
1. This school division employs a part-time supervisor of transportation
who has responsibilities other than transportation.
- 2.
- 3.
- 4.
- 5.
This school division employs a full time supervisor of transportation
who has no responsibilities other than transportation.
The supervisor of transportation has assistants. Please specify
number_ (do not include secretaries, mechanics)
The entire school transportation system is co-ordinated by this
individual.
The supervisor or supervisors annually evaluate each school bus
driver in the school division.
a. If yes, this evaluation consists of: (check where applies to
your division)
_ riding the bus
__ performance in in-service training courses
__ general condition of each driver 0 s bus
accidents 
_ public relations of the bus drivers 
law violations 
b. A copy of this evaluation is kept on file_ yes_ no.
_ 6. Citations or awards are given for completing each year of safe 
driving. 
_ 7. The supervisor keeps the public informed about progress achieved in 
increasing the safety of school transportation through better 
training of school bus drivers. 
I am a graduate student in the School of 
Education at the University of Richmond, Virginia. 
My final requirement for my Master of Science degree 
in Secondary Education is that I write a thesis. 
71a 
My thesis topic is Selection, Instruction, and 
Supervision of School Bus Drivers in Virginia. I 
became interested in this topic as a result of my 
duties as assistant principal of Lee Davis High School, 
Hanover County, Virginia. 
I am enclosing a questionnaire which I hope 
you will complete and return in the envelope provided. 
This questionnaire represents an ideal situation beyond 
the required stiite minimum standards. Therefore, many 
items are probably not used in your division. 
My objective is to determine what current 
practices beyond the state requirements are employed 
by the different school divisions concerning selection, 
instruction and supervision of school bus drivers in 
Virginia. 
WGT:t 
Thanking you f'or your co-operation, I am, 
Yours very truly, 
William G. Thomas 
1206 Luck Avenue 
Mechanicsville, Virginia 
Enclosures 
pT-1-18-4-1-66 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
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THE USE OF THIS FORM IS REQUIRED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 22-276.1 OF THE 
CODE OF VIRGINIA 
PHYSICIAN'S CERTIFICATE 
Name of Applicant ------------------------Se."----- Ag.___ ___ _ 
Address ----------------------------- Birth Dat..___ ______ _ 
I am a duly licensed physician in the State of Virginia ..
I certify that I personally examined the above-named applicant, and he-she does not give any history of symptoms of 
hypertension, cardiac disease, diabetes, epilepsy, paralysis of any type, and is otherwise, from my observation, physically 
able and mentally capable of operating a school bus safely as provided for by Section 22-276.1 of the Code. (SEE 
REVERSE SIDE) 
Signed 
Address ____________ Telephone __ _ 
Date of Examination _____________ _ 
This report must be signed personally by physician. 
Note to Physician: Section 22-276.1 (A) provides that "physically able" means having two hands, two feet, two eyes, the 
normal use of the foregoing, normal hearing. to-wit, the ability to hear the spoken voice from a distance of fifteen feet 
with each ear separately, visual acuity, to-wit, minimal vision of 20/70 in each eye separately with a minimal binocular 
vision corrected to 20/40 and normal visual fields and normal color perception. 
Section 22-276.1. No school board or superintendent of schools of any county or city shall hire, employ, or enter into 
any agreement with any person for the purpose of operating a school bus transporting pupils after July 1, 1962, unless 
the person proposed to so operate such school bus shall: 
(a) Furnish a certificate signed by a physician licensed by this State attesting that such physician has examined 
the applicant within the thirty days preceeding the date of the application for such employment and that applicant has no 
symptoms of hypertension, cardiac disease, diabetes, epilepsy, paralysis of any type, and is otherwise, from the observation 
of such physician, physically and mentally capable of operating a school bus safely. 
As used in this paragraph "physically able" means having two hands, two feet, two eyes, the normal use of the fore­
going, normal hearing, to-wit, the ability to hear the spoken voice from a distance of fifteen feet with each ear separately, 
visual acuity, to-wit, minimal vision of 20/70 in each eye separately with a minimal binocular vision corrected to 20/40 
and normal visual fields and normal color perception: 
(b) Furnish a statement from the Division of Motor V ehicles that the records of such Division do not disclose that 
the applicant, within the preceeding five years, has been convicted upon a charge of either driving under the influnce of 
intoxicating liquors or drugs, or a felony. 
(c) Furnish a statement signed by two reputable citizens of the county or city that applicant is a person of good 
moral character. 
( d) Exhibit a license showing the applicant has successfully undertaken the examination prescribed by Section 
46.1-370. 
( e) Be between the ages of 16 and 65 years, both inclusive, at the time of signing such contract.
(f) Exhibit upon request of any school board or superintendent of schools of any county, city or town constitut­
ing a special school di�trict a certificate showing that the applicant has successfully completed the American National Red 
Cross First Aid Course. 
The statements above required shall be filed with, and made a part of the records of the superintendent of schools 
and/or school boards of the county or city employing such person as a school bus operator. 
The State Department of Education shall prescribe and furnish to the several superintendents of schools through out 
the State the necessary forms to be used by applicants in furnishing the information required by this section; insofar as 
practicable, such forms shall be designed as to limit paperwork, avoid the possibility of mistake, and furnish all parties 
involved with a complete and accurate record of the information required. The State Department of Education shall seek 
the advice of the Medical Society of Virginia in the preparation of such forms. 
(Acts of Assembly, 1962) 
1'·2-lCM-5-1.62 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DIVISION OF" MOTOR VEHICLES 
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(Statement required by Section 22-276.1 of the Code of Virginia) 
Di vision oi :-.fotor V chicles 
:1ureau of Safety Responsibility 
220 \Vest Broad Street 
Richmond, Virginia 
Gentlemen: 
Date -----------
Please furnish the following information about the named subject who is an applicant for a job as school bus driver: 
Subject: 
AJJress: --------------------------------------------
Former Virginia Address: -------------- -----------------------
Virginia Operator License No. __________ _ Chauffeur's License No. _____________ _ 
Race __________ Sex ---------- Date of Birth _-_________________ _ 
l. Has the above named subject been convicted of either driving under the influence of intoxicating liquors or drugs,
or a felony involving the use of a motor vehicle within the preceding five years? Ye,,__ ____ No ___ _
2. If answer is yes:
\ (a) On what charge:
Date Offense ':) ' xerr.ancs 
(b) Was License Revoked? Ye,,__ ____ No ___ _
Information requested by ----------- -----------------------
Address 
DIVISION OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
BUREAU OF SAFETY RESPOKS::JILITY 
BY ------------ DAT .... '7...__ ___ __ _ 
PT-3-lBM-4-1-66 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
(Statement required by Section 22-276.1 of the Code of Virginia) 
74 
Date _________ _ 
Superintendent 
County /City Schools 
-------------------- Virginia 
This is to certify that -----------------------------­
who is an applicant for a job as school bus driver, is known by us to be a person of good moral character. 
Signed: 1. _________________ _ 
2. -------------------
50ARD OFFJC;:. Q;:' BOARD 75 
WILLlAM S. HOOFNAGLE, Chairman 
JOKN A. GOLDSMITH 
WILLIAM R. PERLIK 
[? (';-;�t"+'�11 c�·-, (•f'!'nr ! :,".': ��!t"•� 
.._,,,,.,.,."'�-••;.:; ;...,.1,... ... :.....,....,,J.. ,,,,,. .... � . .....,4...,.. 
L�GO Jone� Z/�;c:.::,i 
PGirfa�, \.'i;-9inia 
K2NNETH N, CLARK 
HOWARD E. FUTCH 
C. TURNER HUDGINS 
CARL V. LYON 
E. C. FUNDCH□Urn<. DIVISION SUPEFlJN'\-ENDri:NT 
\.V. CLC:M ::NT JACOtlS. CLER1, 
Department of �r&nsportation 
January lii-, 1965
;,�j_". tTillia:11 G. Thomas 
1206 Luck Avenue 
Lecha:.1icsville, Vi:cginia 
Dear i-.:r _ Tl1omas : 
In rciJly to l:::Cs. Thomas 1 tclc·ohone rocn. .. 1cst for material 
-�or ::TOl1'J." +11e,::,i' C, �,re o·f'·"'-,;·> ·!•},o� -i T <''0""'"•1'� .::; 0'1 belo1,, ::i·-,a.' 1"op·e-. _ - l,,J.., V O' l, 1 _._.,L t,,j_ l.J.i.J. � .... l ... .J.•�4� l,_ J.. 'IV �.l.J. �.:. 
i•� ,.,;ill be of some use to you. -�·:·o are also enclosing a 
l�/ .. Il"(I,1lGC COUI-I11Y I)UBLIC 3Ci-IGOLS BUG I.Jl{I\Ti:�iL I-�1J}.fiUi'�L.
Our requirements for sd:ool bus drivers (both mGn and vrorr.en) 
a1"e: 
1� They-must be at least 5 feet 3 incnes tall. 
2 .. They must lTOigh .2.t -least 110 lbs,. 
5,. 
They must 
both arms 
defects. 
huve good eyesight, good hearing, 
2.nci. bo"ch le.2::3 i·li th no c::ci PDlin0' 
- ... ...  C) 
'l'hey rnust h2,ve h2.d at least t-..-ro years driving 
• • ' .,  "f ., .. • , 
expe:cience wi ·cn c.. 6000. ari VJ.i1g l"eco:to. � 
---. ,, 7· ' . J ' J.- e t,'n'·1s ·''��,.. c'1e (or , \ ix �ne app_ican� is accepcao L �ct , d� -. ne; then
Gntcrs into our training program. Our ·craining schoo 7 c ·- on-
sis·;:;,s of: 
1st day - cb..ss room Ol ... ientation ,;•;ith introduction tobus ..... 
Laws pertainin°· to school bus driving- 0 
the 
l·lr. 'i! ill iam G. Thomas - 2 - January ll;.., 1965
') _,. driver - parent, driver - patrol 
3. Hov1 to check ·::.he oil (,-.,,rhich v;;;: require our drivcl''S
·L,·-o dn C,v--·",,. r1,..,,r 'oe·"'ur• ... .,., 1-1,.,,-::., v,c� ... --..:"Y"lr-.• ..... ,,n) _ t;! ..,J...., ,,,/ '""'"o...J .... ..!.. J.. V v.1.l1..;:, J.;._ ..L .!.J.J....4.1.b .!. u.� u 
4 o Poi11t out� t,l1c j_1!11Jort:,a1:ce of clca1""ii1g t[.:.e 1lri11d­
shield, 1rindo1-1s ✓ and ;:-i1irrors of condensa.,cion,
ice and Sj_:.01·, ..
5i Letting the trainee get a general 1feel r of the
bus.
6 ., Correct· clot;hing to ,·rear o Ho short:3, no hair·
2:1d 
3:cd 
4th 
C,,-, 7 e�.,,.. c ·�o ,--1r·i1, + i· r,•'""· ,�-1 ,:-.c1r" 1· .:oc··- ,..,.c> 0' 1'" ......__ � .;.. v, li v ... 'I,,...... .... v QLL ll �-'---.._"' ... -.......,;, • ... 0 v v_ 1.., .. ..i.. 
ladies w·ea:." l"e6ular slacks but ma:ny 1·re:ar skirts,
etc. A gcnc:cal to,:m-casual appea:i.'·anco is to be 
maintained .. 
day dol.'.ble-clutching, country dri vi:1g 
day 
day city d:ci ving 
5th day At this point most trainees are ready for 
the State Division of I:otor Vehicles test a::.1d ar·e 
teken by one of tho suncrvisors in a bus for this
.,. T' .. ... ,.� , • , • test. f10'C-TGV8l", t11cre are a lGW t:;�12:c {18.VO to COl1-
tinuo training for a day o:c so and v-rhen 1:ro f oel they 
a::ce ready, they too are taken i'or -�heir· bus a.:.�i ve:;."
p e1,,::1i �c 8 e 
Once the liconso is obtained, vrn then ask �he 1101-r driver::: to 
Co.,-,·'·-ir,•a '-1�,..,.;-J. ... tr�•7 1,·i· 10- 1-ri•,-'h'-:on c,-,--c-� ... i·,:,'.,c"--1 r'•�-i·vc, ... o·- '"''" r,c·1·u-,• -.t. V--.1.-....ll.::: v�.1.t....t.. ......... __ ... i O i--, VJ..J.. C'!.l J\.,,l.Jv""- v...... i.;;;u i,,..,.,J. '-- .1.l o...:..:. ..::. v o .. .L 
--, .. ' ' , :, • ' .. -I � ., • ' ... .., '"'I run. .!.' irs·c ·c11ey ari vc. an emi Ycy b-:..1s; c.n.en a ouc; Hl ·en on.�y a .1 evr 
c -,..,, c_'. r,·," "- C' a'oo-::- ra1 ••ro, ... ir •i y, ;"' 1·he-i ...... ,-•a- ,- UD .,_ 0 -:, f', ·1J_- 7 7 0,., c.7 . ':,:� ray UVV- ,._, ...... v)..)_ ct , \- _..1,...,_.,._.,_c1 v-L ..._ .. -JJ y ..._ V � -L. ...... _ � i;, ----
t,l'"l2.il1 1-ri tl1 sever2�l dii"'f•er·2r1t, a.1�i vors and. are soo:::-.L :ceacly t,o be 
subG"citutes. They a::."e "chus us8d un't,il ·L,horo is an oi)e,.--ling in 
-;-_'1· ,-:,i• .1.·, {-::,'.!..-.0;'.1• u"u,.., ·,-•-.,:,J._•;-, .; ,.("C ny,oc:e•.-.,·q-� •'.c, CQ"'l ._L,.;.'lUQ"u."•:•V � - -- .!. VJ. C,. J.•J.�.lU j/- 0.1. U. .. ! .J..:> .l- .J..l. >.,I,> 
\'Te l:ave fotmd t,�13.t 9-. �ad::r dri vcr l::e�iJs �1e1-')self et.�1cl ne1� bus
i:1ucl"-1 11ca ter o r.r11c C.L.'l1lcl1�c11; e�)})ecia..L .. L:r ·chc siuallc1"' ones, scc:·11 
i-.o P. ",_)1"','"' 0 c_i :=i ·'er:,. JL,. '1 ·•.1.-i r. 'i'h ,:-, ,·,.-,0·1• 11'"' ,,_·.1.·· 
0bll0 Q1 ·n~
.L
· Vo,... s· ea··, "' "L,· 0 re"' i· n .,. }-, O· ..., --- ... _.,,_ � - -1..'-�tl -••V l.1- V ..1..\..:,; i.) ..l. .... \,,.,.ll.1,� QC1. _.., V-... 
rosiJec·c of ... c:1.e s-t,udc::.1Jcs a:1d l)ctl'"'er1t�s n10:� e c1uic�s:ly a11cl co11se-
,.,.u"",.., .,.7 y 1 ·re ·"'i 1 Q' OU',, QJ.;,,,....;,�1:i.·1°.c:-, '"""0:-,_L·c.·'�" Per,rc�" '_11 ... -;...., "',r c'1•.1..-. e ye..-;,� \..l \,,.,--V- - .L _._... ... ..1-,.:,i\..,....,�..) .I,.\,;, .:,_)J.. ...,, \J.I.HQ ...... hi .... tl -✓ .. 
l , -, • 1 t • -.,,-.. • -, • , J.. • • .J ,_ ., [;OOCL puo1.ic re. a ·ion OJ:lJ.Cers in lC110vD.ng -::1nav -co say T,o enc 
;~a·,�c.;')·l·,� QY' t"n· e c• "- 11 c'r..;1"·c-• T """ C·'1r•-::. "Y011 1n101-- C) 1·r-:"o·,u 1.·1·"'·.1.,Ci
7 
.l.J - ......... -v0 - - ..::;il, ....... l.\.,.i. Vuu _... a .. � 1',..)U .. (.:;; ...,.. ...... _ .J G\o ....... l ... o V 
a bus driver at the ::ci6ht tir.w can sky:;.nocket into a barrc;l of 
trouble o 'rhey also use b8ttcr judgment in cirivi1;.g "e,he bus us 
to narrow spaces to get through and do -not:; take tho chances 
the r::ale driver takes. So, J:Ir. Thomas, we ii1 Fairi'e,.x County 
1-..r. 1.!illiam G o Tho,,:et.s - 3 - January 14, 1965 
feel the lady bus driver is the b0ttor drivcro 
Eouever·, the 12.dy d:�i vers must be reminded of hovr irnportant 
their .· , ·. is and hm,r woll they are doing it o 'l'hei:r' r:iorale 
must b.::; .c.::p·v vc.ry high. One rnu::it l;e ca:ceful in selecting 
and hiring a person so that there is no question about her 
cha:cactor because ladies have to feel at all tir:i.es that they 
are working vri th a gr·oup of the highest r,:1oral conduct. 
We have forms that ·we sc;:-1d to our local and state law enforce­
ment branches. t:e require a _!)hysical. t!e also have a form 
for character :cef erences. I am enclosing a .copy of e2,ch of 
these. G'ur applicatio:G form is the same as used by all School 
Board employees o
Wishing you much success in ·writing your 
tJtIE :nb 
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AppJ.ici-. on V By terviewccl. by __________ Testcd by ______ _ 
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u 
/-\ I \ ' ,.-, ,...., A � \ ' ..... � ,. 1 0
1 
: 1 ; 1 � , . /'\1·1 1 r ., 1 1! \. \ I 1 -i \ 1·' ' I \ ,.,,, ' '. V • ' '·· : I, l.) \ .. ) \) ' .!... i!C "�;.me i12.S cor�1c aga:11 '7./.:.".!.8:t'i \r/C tUUtr'i; 
't>id fa.1 .. c\~vc:il to r!.ll our fellov1 d:.--ivc;:.-. s., 
::�3.cl1. �/Ca1· 1 du,3 to :..·ca.sons too nu.:.ncrous 
-�o coun·�.1 \1/8 �c.sc SOlTIG of our ·ocOT)lc4t· T1�3
-· 1 .,: '; .. . ... :-1 • • ... +•... < -)00 0..t. ;:;c:i.u.3 a v�U3 Ol"'1V8:- ca:.1 OC qLt:r;;G tect-
-icus a::c1 c::t:..�(;rL1cl:r ti14ing at tir.rle s, bL1t 
\;:;}1-:!n t!".:c day c�·tt:.al".:.y corJ.1es tl--1at \�1c turr! 
0•1"";,• bt:. �·r.:,. s -�;""I .rt-•'t* •.•.·�,....l"') r,,.-n_,�e..... ., ..noc··
'· o·-c -u-·· ......,_ -...>._ _..,., ..,.......,.,_ v .. ..:.v .:Z......:.l,..,..,.,.a,.il •t l.,. ..;,v !, V .1. 
�;t�:i1�· �);�:�-i\-�/l;�;�c :.�-�I Gs f ef i;;·c;t!:;;t
·Je>:>. m. 0-'-..._ .. ;- r•,·} +� 0. -r-;�-:--.-;-<tr1 C' �}·'.'-c. -- '!,.,..__,..o -..... � �"'!e � - ... ~·J .....,_ ...... _,"" -- .... ._ .... '-,t;.;J ..,.:..:,v :J J.. ... L-'v - .. J..!C..l.1.-
;.-:��ou......,.,..., .:."' ,..... !':" t "ii r:, .. ,., , • .. ... �...... , 0"''"" !.-.:!i.;; �.::.i:.Oot yea�"' l J.""1oso rn.c.::� u0g:-t.11 
l£1 ou::.� occupai:1on come f1·om man�r '"vc..:·ious 
�;!:;��:,:� .. �£;� ��:���:::� ': �;'..10�;eu-c��=��\:h0c�-�'--.:i. ... �o,> :I.._.._._ - u. .... ,_v --•-..)� �-• .l. ,o ••·•"''"...., J..i.� 
cor.:.u.-.:.,o�:: boi1cli :r-:e feeling tl1at ��;1-;.e job v10 
2..:to do_i:.:z is Ol.'2G :::.·�op 2.bO\ie the:.:� of t�1c 
.c.•.•:•,·1-i,.._,., .. ,r ,:-,,r.,..,,.., ,.;t ,·•o--•1· VTc -::.-•,c, 1.1--,,., ['""""' .J- �-... -<..:.- .I v J l:'- v- ,1'1 .i;. '-"',.l l � a .1... v ..,_.,..t.:; •, uu�.-
-d �an.:; v-··,"! ,...vU'I'.· · .:/�,.�c'\"'trl nS �-�d S'\C�r,1'h
"'oo� e'.""i .. -. - - ........ - -•-\.J -·· ... _ -0..... .... i,J 
C' h,lc] c'(;" ..., •'.' \'1<'> -� 0�----,.-, ,~".')o•··t +1..c· .... ;'\ G' ·� !, 'T , .. ,.., ··��,--, ,,___ - .a..., .;....� ,,.._ .,;...,e,..;....,.A..:.J
J:",
.,.. • ui.l 4..6..& \,,,olJ...!._.. fl,� ...,..,.._-..,;, 
�r-1-,�01 .C: +1"'ln�7' �/ .. :-,�:-.i-"1 _.• 1;;re a 0·e .�.-: .. ,o of'.."> .... �o�� -.._._.,._,, -.- v-•-J <:,... ..,..,...., ... J.\,,J,�· ,� • i,t.l.1. 
,._ ¥J. loJ J • .::. 
::-·:-1u.•:-- �·1�,-:1 �e cl..., .. ?•,;,i�""c·-" mee�,'.. fi-i: ... 4"":1 .... ,.,. --!--"'!-,r.. ; .... '."'�rt; .. " ,_.... w .., _...,_ '-•�\..:. ., J.J.. '-' _.,_ "-"u Uu ..,��'..:..: --G-"-..,-
• "' � ., 1 th •. , 
... -n::��G O::.: :SC4'l00i-2.l'!.U a.3:"C .. J.,.C 021G ·c�1cy S&y 
.'. 
0
� "".; "• • .:-: ---, � 1 .. "b c-:, ,,.... h . , 1 ,. ' <.d ..... v.-..:... .,';..::.,.;. ... a,_ goo.: ... ,.. �fv o,/'V \VJ. en �i1e [!.,S4, u.0.y 
of ::chool end.so Oft ti1nes it is \'Viti"1 t,G2.l'� 
t:12.·� so:nc of 0 ou.:.· little ·onesn \V8.Ve ·thci1� 
fi:i.r.-il '\V'J..\;-J.,,.G of ·t:1c zcaconu 
Ew.ch Jl.JZ:.-r o.t::: job :0£ dri�J"ing cl12..:1gcs 2.. 
3.it·�-.10, du.c to :·o-:);��, _·:sci.:.oolJ o:.· 2.rc2.., 
::clocc1tlo:1.., bt:.t t:1q. little C!lild:·eri 1·c1-... 1�·�:1.n 
t.IlO S�?.''YJP. 'T'-::� ... ;.1-;-; �obl� to ··c1,c·!•--• 'ot1.::,• r":�.1.� \,.S';: 
- - - ...... ,_..,;,;. -
... -j. _,. --
. . � . . -�s 21. pa:;.�e::ci..: a"-..--12..}'_ t·;·o1n nor.clC a; �Oi'�:cc,:.10 
""-;-,• "'.\ C ;_ .
. �.". .,,,.. ... "" �,-,.r.:. ----i ...... ,. ··-!--.,...'":li"" -r,.:;,: .. t•,:,,-.....,_ � u� ... ..:.,.;..[_{C, o�' �,,  v.l.• c,..., 4,4.i..:..1•- V ..;. .... v�; ....... 
p:::':.,.v.::..tc :t::.�·:--'il7 sto�:ie.:; ��l-1a·� r11ct11c:;..� c:--.:.c: 
d2.CG;,r ·.,..-.;c�1ld �-::��oar:--1-abcut if ·�hcr�l or1l;l 
1(nc,. .. v \'�'3::.."r:: b;::;:::11::: to1.d",; TI1crz is a.lv,o..�rsv • 
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J711ls �101-ri:11 \"IC hnvc� Q, s::,�cial ·�ypc of 
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lot·So:· iz a :rcilcctio:.1. of llQ"'Vi 1Y"'o·s"t Of our 
!:;'�Uc�c:n.�; di·ivc:..-- :1 icel to\'",.ta1 .. Cs the drivers 
th.a:� helped tl1crr1 lcr.:.:.·:1 ar.cl ·tI:�c onG.s tl1.at 
used ·tl:crn C:.C a d1�ivcr ti'lis 1:ast :,rcai ... 
i 
Dc::1.r£1IA· � Ciitn b01�t� 
Sir1co ·:.n:Ls ,,vill l�o1·e "Cl1ci:1 l:i.!:c;;l;, be m;/ 
lr1.si: :,rcD ..:" -�vlt}1 tl1� z.chrJol Oo��i·d, I "-,ould 
lll�c .tc) e;::1;::css .. my· 3,l)l)�cc:f<_-tio� to all the 
cl:dve:::c f:)r hclpins me t;Q d:;.<,;c. Deep 
ap1:;roc!2:. .. �io:1 200s �q lvl::·s o Doi:. Laiorln & 
lVL:s. :i.Vi.:.i.111.ic Taylor fo-...· i:c:..pi�-ig r:1c to gc·; 
tuyr c1i-·i'vo:cs license und a!so to �1l1�s4' Joa;-
1-Eilcr fo-:..· lcttine n.1c u3G l:o:.· i:ms fo-:..· fielc: 
t:-ti1; s tl-1is yea;:· Q 
I 113.VC c:n.joy-ecl dxrv:Iz:s ::o:· :."eg:.:la:"" 
<l: .. i�rcr.s "t}1i.s year. an.C. I t}:i.:l:.-1:� 'C11at all tl--1e 
d::..·ive:r-3 need to be ti1a.n::.:c:d fo:· a job v1ell 
do:1e ir:. all conciitionsa I do not thi:i.1k you 
c�r1 i'ir1c1 a bette1·. 5yste:.-;.1 ��1--1:..t v,ill ru11 so 
ZIT"'.iOC/;:;hl1r � 
Sincerely yours; 
Cha.:.·le.s -:,;v. Be2..:-C: III 
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goals" if; i.s 110·,�cd t!12.t c::.. rnon,oi1.t oz- ��\70 
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\\''ill �c J�-� aside :to;: re1�1ez�1bc�ing t�1c 
r:iwr:y :2:�.,:�cr:ds T}iC !:..ave m::.6.c a11d "Cho hD.}?P:r _ 
••• ..... ...  "lo· ·�· .,... .,.. .... .,,.... ..... ...... ...... ·•"' ·�... ..... • .,.. ....... .. ... 
11':I'bo iault.s of our fric::c1.;; wa w:tite in 
t::c s.:t;J.d, tl::.ei:;... .. vi1�tu.e s a1·0 vlri.tta11. 01-i 
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\�_:Le:z: shol!1d you repo:ct an .:i.cciclcnt to ihe police? 
V•!hcn should you report an a.cciC.:ent b foz office? 
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b. 
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____ ,...,.. __ -r.1r·l1.. 
l\o:r� lir-i"::::;Gcl ac,:css high\v2..ys iJ.1a·:; l1�vc f0u:-. or
, • ... ., • 1 
. " . . ' • � p .. 1ys1ca1. oarr1er or unpavec a::.·ea ser:a:1:2:c1.;,1g
c:i1:cctio11. ____ ....,. __ _, __ rnr:I1. mph.--------
roiJ.::ls
22. Vlb.2.t n1 .. c :1�c speec! lirnits i11 �vi� ..2i:1ia on t�aG fol:o-v,i11 g ty·1)c, of_ higl1.1:12..·;7s
and ,:oacl s :for a t:.·uck, rQad tractc;r 1 tracio::.· true k, 01· con1bi:nati0:n of 
v.:;h·:c:::.cs clcsigncci ·co transp::,rt propc:cty� Qi" fo a moi;oz: ,·chicle being used
to ·tow a vc:;}:icle Q;.· house b:2.iler?
P). ; \ • '""\ ' c, ,;,,. t 'i-.. • c 1. •., "' • • • i 1 .. ·i.. 
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b. 
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